
Street Boss –  
Itameri (Exceed And Excel)
3yo Ch. C, 2017

Trainer:  
A & S Freedman
 

HANSEATIC



By an elite speed influence and the best son  
of Champion Sire Street Cry from a regally  
bred daughter of World Champion 2yo sire 

Exceed And Excel…

Winner of his first three starts, ALL at Stakes level,  
ALL in eye-catching style before a fast finishing  

2nd in the Gr1 Blue Diamond Stakes as favourite.

Anthony Freedman, Trainer

He’s the most talented 2yo we have 
had since Alinghi. Just incredible 
power and burst of acceleration 
when asked.

I would expect he will be an 
influential source of early speed.



11/03/2021

It is with tremendous excitement that Rosemont has secured last season’s outstanding, multiple stakes winning 

2yo HANSEATIC to stand at our iconic Gnarwarre stud.

Hanseatic became the first 2yo since Champion colt RANCHER to win the Merson Cooper Stakes (L), Blue Diamond 

Preview (L) & Blue Diamond Prelude (Gr3) with only bad luck preventing him from joining Rancher in adding the 

Blue Diamond Stakes (Gr1)

The Anthony & Sam Freedman trained colt is a son of high-class speed influence & source of multiple Group 

one winners Street Boss and from the winning Exceed And Excel mare Itameri, herself a close relation to the 

immortal BLACK CAVIAR.

Hanseatic won his first three starts, all at stakes level, all in eye-catching style before a fast finishing, close 2nd in 

the Gr1 Blue Diamond Stakes as even money favourite. He was the buzz horse this time last year and deservedly so.

In fact, he had won three individual 2yo stakes races before the majority of stud bound colts for this season had 

won their first! He possesses precocity, x-factor, speed, class, rock star looks and retires  with an elite 2yo 

rating. Not to mention, he is from the immediate family of the fastest we’ll ever see, BLACK CAVIAR.”

Trainer Anthony Freedman described Hanseatic as an ‘electric’ 2yo.

“He’s the most talented 2yo we have had since Alinghi. Just incredible power and burst of acceleration when 

asked. I’d expect he will be an influential source of early speed” said Freedman.

Hanseatic ended his 2yo season at the pointy end of many a ratings expert. Leading RSN form analyst 

Deane Lester described the colt as ‘one of the classiest 2yo’s I have measured leading into a Blue Diamond. An 

elite juvenile who rated extremely highly’. 

Respected analyst, Daniel O’Sullivan of the Ratings Bureau tweeted his 2yo ratings at the completion of the 2019/20 season with only 

Golden Slipper winner FARNAN achieving a higher rating than Hanseatic amongst the 2yo colts. O’Sullivan applied a higher overall figure 

for Hanseatic than the likes of Blue Diamond winner TAGALOA, dual Group One winner KING’S LEGACY and Magic Millions 2yo Classic 

winning filly AWAY GAME.

Hanseatic will stand in 2021 at an introductory fee of $16,000 + GST with Rosemont’s ‘pay on live foal’ terms applied.

The team at Rosemont look forward to discussing Hanseatic with you and happy to assist in any mating analysis required for your mares.

Best Wishes,

Anthony Mithen

Principal – Rosemont Stud

G.A



Hanseatic is out of winning Exceed 
And Excel mare Itameri who is herself 
out of a half-sister to Helsinge, dam of 
the immortal Black Caviar.
Breednet 25/01/2020



A Higher Rated 2yo 
than the likes of Blue Diamond 
winner TAGALOA, Dual Group One winner KING’S 
LEGACY and Magic Millions 2yo Classic winner AWAY GAME.
Source; Daniel O’Sullivan, Ratings Bureau.

RATINGS STAR!



STREET BOSS
Rising through the stallion ranks to  
assert himself the best sire son of  
the great Street Cry.
Establishing a profile as an elite  
sire of precocity, speed and  
nicking successfully with Danehill  
line mares.
A Group 1 winning, track record  
holder over 1200m, a Group 1 winner  
over 1400m, Street Boss is the sire of  
almost 50 individual stakes winners  
and currently has two of the best  
performed 2yo’s currently in  
Australia ARCADED and  
ANAMOE.



Legendary breeder AB Hancock (Claiborne Stud)  
when asked what the major characteristic he looks for in a stallion prospect.

Despite not retiring with a Group One on their CV, three of Australia’s most successful current sires all share one common distinction – they exhibited high 
class 2yo speed – the most important trait for any young stallion retiring to stud in Australia.

speed, speed and…more speed!

I AM INVINCIBLE
(Invincible Spirit – Cannarelle)

Champion 2yo Sire / Champion Sire of Winners

The #1 Australian sire of individual 2yo Stakes 
Winners over the last 5 years & the best source of 

stakes-winning precocity.

Standing at a fee of over $200,000, I Am Invincible 
has been a sire phenomenon since retiring at a fee of 

just $11,000.

NOT A SINGLE DOUBT
(Redoute’s Choice – Singles Bar)

Champion 3yo Sire / Runner Up Champion 2yo Sire

Sired winners of the Golden Slipper, Blue Diamond, 
Caulfield Guineas, Magic Millions 2yo and  

The Everest.

Won three times as a 2yo, once at Listed level. 
Retired at a fee of $12,500. Stood his last season at a 

fee of over $100,000.

WRITTEN TYCOON
(Iglesia – Party Miss)

Champion 2yo Sire / Current #1 Sire in Australia

Sired winners of the Golden Slipper, Blue Diamond, 
Golden Rose, Caulfield Guineas, Oakleigh Plate etc

Two-time 2yo winner, once at Group level. Retired 
at a fee of $8,000. Has stood for up to $100,000. 

Expected to stand in 2021 for $150,000



X!
“Hanseatic will be popular 

amongst breeders.  
He had genuine  

x-factor!

Sheamus Mills
A Pre-Christmas Stakes winning 2yo, a dominant juvenile and one of the 
highest ever rated colts leading into a Blue Diamond Stakes, G1.

X-Factor ++ Higher 2yo rating than Blue Diamond winner TAGALOA, Dual G1 
winning 2yo KING’S LEGACY & Magic Millions winner AWAY GAME*

*Daniel O’Sullivan (Ratings Bureau)

Magnificent physique – strong, powerful and imposing with an elite 2yo 
PROFILE.

Winner of his first THREE starts as a 2yo – ALL at stakes level – easily 
defeated subsequent Blue Diamond winner TAGALOA in the Blue Diamond 
Prelude.

A narrow runner-up in the Blue Diamond Stakes G1 defeating returning 
Magic Millions winner AWAY GAME and subsequent G1 winner PERSONAL.

By the best sire-son of Street Cry, STREET BOSS – Sire of two of Australia’s 
most exciting current 2yo’s ARCADED & ANAMOE.

From the immediate family of the legendary BLACK CAVIAR, ALL TOO HARD, 
OLE KIRK etc.

G.A



Hanseatic brings together a multitude of beautiful bloodlines 
with some of the most successful Australian and American 
sirelines to stand at stud in Australia.

Hanseatic hails from the great ‘Number 1’ family, with 
both his dam and sire tracing back to this powerful line. Other 
stallions that trace their dam line to the 1 family include I AM 
INVINCIBLE, HIGH CHAPARRAL, TORONADO, MORE THAN 
READY, SHAMARDAL, ALL TOO HARD, PIERRO and SHALAA 
to name a few.
When looking at HANSEATIC’S sire STREET BOSS you quickly 
see he has a strong linking for mares carrying DANEHILL. 
When you examine his top 10 Australian runners a staggering 
7 out of 10 carry a line of DANEHILL with several of his best 
runners being out of EXCEED AND EXCEL, REDOUTES 
CHOICE and DANEHILL DANCER mares. Fortunately, for 
HANSEATIC, DANEHILL will be 4 generations back in any 
resulting foal, opening the door for mares carrying DANEHILL 
blood to visit.
When looking at broodmare sires that are strongly compatible 
with HANSEATIC that bring in the powerful 1 family the list 
is long - MORE THAN READY, SHAMARDAL, MAGNUS, 
TEOFILO, TESTA ROSSA, HIGH CHAPARRAL, I AM 
INVINCIBLE, ALL TOO HARD, TORONADO, PIERRO and 
SPIRIT OF BOOM.
Of considerable interest is mares via broodmare sires 
MAGNUS and ALL TOO HARD. Both these stallions trace to 
the same female family as HANSEATIC and bring duplicates 
of the great mare SCANDINAVIA. SCANDINAVIA also traces 
to VAIN and SNIPPETS – any broodmare owners with mares 
carrying these powerful lines should also consider breeding 
to double up via the stallion if possible. OLE KIRK is a great 
example of this with WRITTEN TYCOON carrying a line of VAIN 
and the female line of SCANDINAVIA and broodmare sire line 
of BEL ESPRIT both bringing in another copy.
As WRITTEN TYCOON carries a line to VAIN and brings in the 1 
family through his sire IGLESIA he is also making a nice match.
Another broodmare sire of special interest is SHAMARDAL as 
his dam HELSINKI is a full sibling to STREET CRY, doubling up 
on this sibling set has proved positive in the past.
Kirra Fitzgerald, Peppercorn Lodge

Hanseatic hails from 
the great ‘Number 1’ 
family, with both his 
dam and sire tracing 
back to this powerful 
line. Other stallions that 
trace their dam line to 
the 1 family include 
I AM INVINCIBLE, 
HIGH CHAPARRAL, 
TORONADO, MORE 
THAN READY, 
SHAMARDAL, PIERRO 
and SHALAA



WHAT THEY SAID
“Hanseatic settled wide, no cover from his outside barrier in the 

field of 11 and secured victory with a blistering 10.62-second split 
from the 400 to 200-metre marks.” 

Carl Di Iorio - Racing.com 25/01/2020 after Hanseatic’s dominant 3 length victory in the Blue 
Diamond Preview (L) first up.

“Hanseatic defied the bias in what was a massive win. 
As good as any in the history of the race. #superstar” 

Racecaller Bryan Martin OAM via Twitter 8/2/2020 – post Hanseatic’s win in 
the Blue Diamond Prelude.

“We wanted to see what what was under the bonnet…and we  
liked what we saw! It was an impressive performance from a  

colt going places.”
Clint Hutchinson – Racing.com 16/11/19 after Hanseatic’s dominant debut win in the 

Merson Cooper Stakes.

“Awesome win by Hanseatic. Sits wide but brains them!”
Punters.com.au via Twitter 25/1/2020

Becomes the first 

2yo since Champion 

colt RANCHER to win the 

Merson Cooper, BD Preview, BD 

Prelude at first three starts!



He had the most amazing  

turn of speed. He would relax 

for you but when you pushed 

the button the response was  

incredible. He was freakish.

Luke Currie, Jockey



9: 3-2-0    $727,500 

1st MRC Blue Diamond Prel. G3, 2yo, 1100m. Caulfield

1st MRC Blue Diamond Prev. L, 2yo, 1000m. Caulfield

1st MRC Merson Cooper S L, 2yo, 1000m. Sandown

2nd MRC Blue Diamond S. G1, 2yo, 1200m. Caulfield

2nd MRC Blue Sapphire S. G2, 3yo, 1200m. Caulfield

2021 Fee: $17,600 inc GST

Limited Number of Lifetime Breeding Rights Available

Contact Ryan McEvoy (0439 802 837) or Anthony Mithen (0413 486 767) to discuss

G.A

rosemontstud.com.auHANSEATIC


